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SUGGESTED TITLE: Proposal to Restructure the Global UMC - Judiciary 
 

DISCIPLINE PARAGRAPH: ¶¶ 55-58 
 

GENERAL CHURCH BUDGET IMPLICATIONS: Yes 

 

GLOBAL IMPLICATIONS: Yes 

 

 Amend paragraph 55 as follows: 

¶ 55. Article I.—There shall be a Judicial Council. The General Conference Global Connectional 

Conference shall determine the number and qualifications of its members, their terms of office, 

and the method of election and the filling of vacancies. 

 

Amend paragraph 56 as follows: 

¶ 56. Article II.—The Judicial Council shall have authority: 

1. To determine the constitutionality of any act of the General Conference Global Connectional 

Conference upon an appeal of a majority of the Council of Bishops or one-fifth of the members 

of the General Conference Global Connectional Conference and to determine the 

constitutionality or legality under the global Book of Discipline of any act of a jurisdictional or 

central conference connectional or regional conference upon an appeal of a majority of the 

bishops of that jurisdictional or central conference connectional or regional conference or upon 

the appeal of one-fifth of the members of that jurisdictional or central conference connectional or 

regional conference. 

2. To hear and determine any appeal from a bishop’s decision on a question of global law made in 

the annual conference when said appeal has been made by one-fifth of that conference present and 



voting. 

3. To pass upon decisions of law made by bishops in annual conferences. 

4. 3. To hear and determine the legality of any action taken therein by any General Conference 

Global Connectional Conference board or jurisdictional or central conference board or body, 

upon appeal by one-third of the members thereof, or upon request of the Council of Bishops or a 

majority of the bishops of a jurisdictional or a  central conference connectional or regional 

conference. 

4. To review, on its own motion and at its own discretion, any ruling by a connectional 

judicial committee if it is believed that said ruling has such global import as to make this 

necessary, including when a case had unrecognized implications for constitutional or global 

church law. 

5. 4. To have such other duties and powers as may be conferred upon it by the General Conference 

Global Connectional Conference. 

6. 5. To provide its own methods of organization and procedure. 

 

Insert new paragraph between ¶¶ 56 and 57 as follows: 

¶ 57. Article III.—There shall be connectional judicial committees in each connectional 

conference. Connectional Judicial Committees shall have five members who shall be elected 

by the respective connectional conferences. The respective connectional conferences shall 

determine the qualifications of their respective connectional judicial committee’s members, 

their terms of office, and the method of election by the connectional conference and the filling 

of vacancies. 

The Connectional Judicial Committees shall have authority to review matters of 



connectional church law as follows: 

1. To determine the legality of any act of their respective connectional conferences upon an 

appeal of a majority of the respective connectional College of Bishops or one-fifth of the 

members of the Connectional Conference in accordance with their connectional disciplinary 

law, and to determine the legality of any act of one of their regional conferences upon an 

appeal of a majority of the bishops of that regional conference or upon the appeal of one-

fifth of the members of that regional conference in accordance with their connectional 

disciplinary law. 

2. To hear and determine any appeal from a bishop’s decision on a question of connectional 

disciplinary law made in the annual conference when said appeal has been made by one-fifth 

of that conference present and voting. 

3. To pass upon decisions of connectional disciplinary law made by bishops in annual 

conferences. 

4. To hear and determine the legality under connectional law of any action taken therein by 

any connectional conference board or regional board or body, upon appeal by one-third of 

the members thereof, or upon request of the connectional college of bishops or a majority of 

the bishops of a regional college of bishops. 

5. To have such other duties and powers as may be conferred upon it by its respective 

connectional conference. 

6. To provide its own methods of organization and procedure. 

 

Insert new paragraph before ¶ 57 as follows: 

¶ 58 Article IV.—Connectional Judicial Committees shall not have authority to review 



matters of constitutional and/or global church law. Questions that include such points, 

including when they include points of connectional and constitutional and/or global church 

law, shall be referred to the Judicial Council. 

 

Amend paragraph 57 as follows: 

¶ 57 Article III  ¶ 59 Article V.—All decisions of the Judicial Council shall be final. When the 

Judicial Council shall declare unconstitutional any act of the General Conference Global 

Connectional Conference then in session, that decision shall be reported back to that General 

Conference Global Connectional Conference immediately.  

 

Amend paragraph 58 as follows: 

¶ 58. Article IV ¶ 60. Article VI.—The General Conference Global Connectional Conference 

shall establish for the Church a judicial system that shall guarantee to our clergy a right to trial by 

a committee and an appeal, and to our members a right to trial before the Church, or by a 

committee, and an appeal. This right shall also be respected by the connectional conferences. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:  

 

The actual incremental costs of this proposal will be dependent upon the global structure finally adopted 

by General Conference. 

 

There will probably be some additional costs related to connectional conferences, committees, etc., but 

these costs may be offset by a possible reduction in costs related to the meeting of the Global Connection.  

If the business of the North America connection is removed from the agenda of the Global Connectional 

Conference, the duration of that meeting will be less than the current General Conference, perhaps by 

three or four days, resulting in a reduction in costs for that meeting.     

 

The most significant increase in costs will probably involve the meetings of the connectional conferences.  

This proposal would require each connectional conference to meet quadrennially, prior to the Global 

Connectional Conference. Depending upon when and where the connectional conferences meet, the 

incremental cost of these meetings is estimated to be between US$300,000 and US$1,000,000. GCFA will 

be asked to develop more accurate cost projections.       

 

Any incremental cost increases will also need to be examined in the context of the overall budget for the 

2016 General Conference budget of over US$10 million.  
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